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Chapter 1181 The Atlantic Sturgeon Did The Work Of The Dolphins! A Nature Reserve! 

Very quickly. 

Liu Sicheng was placed on the shore of the diving platform. He only reacted when the fish swam away 

again. 

A few people gathered around. 

Everyone was in disbelief. 

"Old Liu, what was that just now?" 

"that's right, that looks like a big fish." 

"it actually carried you back." 

"……" 

that atlantic sturgeon's actions were very shocking to these people. 

The Department of rare animals Protection was part of the government, and its headquarters was in 

Beijing. It was a Department under the jurisdiction of the National Academy of Sciences, and it was also 

divided into departments of forestry and fishery. 

The person in charge of the fishery classification was Qi Kaiyou, and the extinction of the Atlantic 

sturgeon was under his jurisdiction. 

Qi Kaiyou had been very busy recently. There were a total of 87 species of fish under National 

Protection. 

They had to manage the protection of these rare fish. 

Not only did they have to study and manage the ecosystem of these fish, but they also had to look at the 

information sent back from all over the world, which was all about identifying the protected fish. 

some were smuggled, some were caught unknowingly, and some were cormorant cormorants who 

bought protected fish. 

After they identified the protected fish, they either called for guidance or sent someone to take over. 

In any case, the survival of these fish would be threatened for various reasons. If they were not 

controlled, these fish would go extinct sooner or later. 

just like the atlantic sturgeon that had just been declared extinct, this was a huge loss for the country. 

To this end, they had even formed a special group to study the reasons for the extinction of the Atlantic 

sturgeons. 

After that, these research materials would also be integrated into natural environmental Science 

materials. 
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studying the cause of the extinction of animals was also of great significance in understanding the 

natural ecosystem. 

As Qi Kaiyou was thinking about this, his phone suddenly rang. 

He opened the phone and saw that it was an old expert in fish research. 

The other party had also helped their Department conduct a lot of research on the living environment of 

rare fish. 

He immediately picked up the call and heard the old expert's anxious voice from the other end. Mr. Qi, 

there's an Atlantic sturgeon in Linlin villa. The Atlantic sturgeon isn't extinct yet. 

"what?" Qi Kaiyou was stunned. 

He knew about Linlin Manor, or rather, there was no one in the country who didn't know about Linlin 

Manor. 

but what did he just hear? A Sturgeon appeared in Linlin villa? 

how was this possible? 

They had just declared the extinction of the Atlantic sturgeons. 

before they announced the news, their people had used advanced technology to search the river basin 

where the sturgeon had appeared. 

In the end, he confirmed that there were no longer any traces of the Atlantic sturgeons in these areas. 

There was no information or record about the existence of the Atlantic sturgeon in you city. Otherwise, 

they would have sent people to you city to test it. 

"Elder Yu, is what you said true?" Qi Kaiyou asked through the phone in disbelief. 

On the other end of the phone, elder Yu said in a very certain tone, " it's indeed real, and there's more 

than one. I'm looking at them on the floating bridge in the viewing area of Linlin Manor. I'll immediately 

take a video for you. 

after the call ended, qi kaiyou received a video from elder yu. 

The location in the video was the viewing area of Linlin villa's pontoon. A few big fish could be seen 

poking their heads out of the water. 

He could recognize at a glance that it was the Atlantic sturgeon. 

"It's actually true." Qi Kaiyou's face was full of surprise when he recognized the Atlantic sturgeon. 

Moreover, he realized that the Atlantic sturgeon seemed to be more beautiful than the other Atlantic 

sturgeons that he had seen before. 

Then, he hurriedly made a call to inform the research team on the cause of the extinction of the Atlantic 

sturgeons to have a meeting. 

Not long after Qi Kaiyou entered a meeting room, a few people walked in. 



The moment these people sat down, they spoke one after another, " 

"Mr. Qi, why did you suddenly call us for a meeting? We've already roughly figured out the cause of the 

extinction of a few sturgeons." 

that's right. We're going to study these reasons now. If we can confirm that it's the cause of the 

extinction of the Atlantic sturgeons, we can enter the data. 

"……" 

Qi Kaiyou hurriedly said to these people, " don't investigate the cause of the extinction of the Atlantic 

sturgeons. Get ready and head to you city with me immediately. There are still Atlantic sturgeons there 

that have not gone extinct. I'll send you the video. 

after you're done watching the video, hurry up and get ready. I've already asked someone to book the 

plane tickets. We'll leave immediately. 

when these people heard this, they were obviously stunned for a moment, thinking that they had heard 

wrong. 

There's also the Atlantic sturgeon? 

Then what had they been researching on the cause of the extinction of the sturgeons? 

A moment later, these people also received the video sent by Qi Kaiyou's group chat, and each of them 

had a look of disbelief on their faces. 

" it's really the atlantic sturgeon. this is unbelievable. " 

why would there be Atlantic sturgeons in you city? " 

there must be a reason. There are no records of the appearance of Atlantic sturgeons in that place. 

"……" 

after confirming that it was really the atlantic sturgeon, these people did not waste any time. they made 

their preparations as fast as they could and headed to the airport with qi kaiyou. 

Since the Atlantic sturgeons had not gone extinct, they would have to shift their research from the cause 

of extinction to how to protect the Atlantic sturgeons. 

… 

Linlin Manor Office. 

Qin Lin was pretending to look at the information about the Jade consort cream that Minister Lu had 

sent over when Lin Lanzi came in a hurry. Mr. Qin, there's a situation at the pontoon. There's a two to 

three-meter fish there. Chen dabei and his men found the same fish when they were patrolling the 

reservoir. We've never seen this fish before. Some people even say that they're sturgeons. 

Chapter 1182 The Atlantic Sturgeon Did The Work Of The Dolphins! A Nature Reserve! 

this news was within qin lin's expectations. 
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He had put 43 Atlantic sturgeons in the water. Even if the Atlantic sturgeons were to swim in all 

directions, some of them would definitely be discovered nearby. 

However, he immediately put on an act and asked, pretending to be confused, " "a two to three meter 

long fish? What kind of fish is an Atlantic sturgeon?" 

Minister Lu was attracted and said, " the Atlantic sturgeon is a rare and protected fish in our country. Its 

status is equal to that of the giant panda. However, this fish seems to have gone extinct. I've seen the 

news announced by the relevant authorities before. 

"Why would an extinct fish show up here?" Qin Lin asked, pretending to be confused. 

"I'm not sure about that. It's not my supervisor's business." Minister Lu shook his head. however, fish 

that are two or three meters long are rare, whether they are Atlantic sturgeons or not. We can go and 

take a look. 

"Alright, let's go and take a look." qin lin took the opportunity to nod and left the manor with lin lanzi 

and minister lu. 

However, with Qin Lin's current fame and Minister Lu's status, it was naturally impossible for him to go 

to the viewing area of the pontoon. 

He could only go to the place where Chen dabei and the others found the Atlantic sturgeon. 

Lin Lanzi led the way in front, and they soon arrived at their destination. 

He saw Chen dabei and a few security guards pouring fish food into a corner. 

Below, the two Atlantic sturgeons were fighting to eat the fish food. 

Chen dabei did not know what these fish were. 

However, he had a feeling that this fish was not simple, so after reporting, he thought of a way to keep 

the fish. 

His feeding method was clearly effective. 

When Qin Lin, Lin Lanzi, and Minister Lu got closer, they could hear the crisp and pleasant sounds of the 

Atlantic sturgeons. 

Minister Lu immediately ran over and said in surprise, " it's really an Atlantic sturgeon. Moreover, this 

Atlantic sturgeon looks even better than the ones I've seen before. Boss Qin, your Linlin villa and you 

city are going to be famous again. 

Indeed, after the appearance of the Atlantic sturgeon, anyone could tell that. 

In you City County. 

Sun Xian and Chen Li Zheng were organizing a meeting. The purpose of the meeting was naturally about 

you city's road reconstruction plan. 

They had been confident that you city's traffic would not have any more problems, but who knew that a 

Food Festival would cause a traffic breakdown in you city? 



They didn't know how many meetings they had had because of this traffic problem, and how many 

times they had made changes. 

After all, the traffic in you city had been paralyzed time and time again. Every time they improved, the 

traffic would be paralyzed again. 

They had even built an Outer Ring Road. 

This time, they had made up their minds to build two more outer ring roads. They didn't believe that 

with three outer ring roads, they would still be stuck in traffic during the next food Festival. 

although it would cost a lot of money to build the outer ring road, it didn't matter. you city had money 

now. 

Moreover, no one would be able to build three outer ring roads in a County. 

after this matter was confirmed in the meeting, sun xian dragged chen li to his office. 

although the plan had been confirmed, he still had to discuss the outer ring road with chen li. 

The two of them had just entered the office when the Secretary came in hurriedly. " sun county. there's 

a team of experts from the rare animal protection department coming to you city. we're told to receive 

them well. " 

When sun Xian and Chen Li heard this news, they were stunned. 

" rare animal protection association? " "Why did the experts from their Department come to you city?" 

sun Xian asked, puzzled. 

The Secretary hurriedly explained, " I think they're here for an extinct Sturgeon. Also, it seems that the 

Sturgeon has appeared in you city. People have uploaded videos of the Sturgeon at Linlin villa and the 

reservoir diving platform. The videos posted by the tourists of Linlin villa have already become a hot 

search. 

as he said that, he took out his phone, opened a video, and showed it to sun xian and chen li. 

indeed, the news of bai xun's appearance in linlin villa had already become a hot search. 

Firstly, Linlin villa was very popular, and secondly, the Sturgeon was very popular. This was because 

when the officials announced that the Sturgeon was extinct, the news had become a hot search. 

At that time, countless people expressed their feelings, some felt that it was a pity, some said that 

humans had done wrong to the ecological environment, and some made sad remarks. 

In short, the attention was very high. 

Now that they suddenly said that the Atlantic sturgeon had appeared, it was normal for it to attract 

more attention. 

Sun Xian and Chen Li watched the video. When they saw the big fish in the video, the two of them 

couldn't help but look at each other with joy in their eyes. 

"This is really good news." Sun Xian naturally knew what this meant. 



He also knew about Bai Xun. 

He had seen the news about the extinction of this fish before. The key was, what would happen if a 

national treasure-level protected fish was discovered in some place after it went extinct? 

First, it was natural to build a Special Nature Reserve. 

it would be called you city sturgeon nature reserve. 

This would be of great benefit to you city. 

With just a casual advertisement, it would bring you Cheng a huge reputation. 

Moreover, since it was a Nature Reserve, it could also be part of the tourism development, which could 

expand the tourism industry. 

When the time came, they would build some sturgeons and put up signs. 

Even if the tourists did not see the Atlantic sturgeons, there would be many people going, right? 

After all, it was a national treasure, a fish that was about to go extinct. 

Although they could see Linlin villa, the number of customers they received was limited. 

County sun thought of so many things at once. 

After that, he immediately instructed his Secretary, " hurry up and prepare the reception. Send a car 

directly to Ming City Airport. The reception must be perfect. Call the people in charge of tourism and 

fishery and let them pick her up. 

Since Bai Xun had appeared in you city. 

In that case, the construction of the nature reserve would need the help of these experts. 

He also knew that the sudden appearance of a fish that had been declared extinct was definitely not a 

coincidence. There must be a reason for it. Moreover, if he was not careful, it might be declared extinct 

again. 

"alright, sun xian!" The Secretary nodded and quickly went to do it. 

…… 

Time passed. 

not long after, at ming city's airport, qi kaiyou and his men alighted from the plane. when they arrived at 

the reception hall, he immediately saw the group of people sent by you cheng. 

in order to be eye-catching, one of the other party's people held a big sign: They were here to welcome 

the experts from the rare animal protection Department. 

Hello, we're from the rare animal protection Department. My name is Qi Kaiyou. qi kaiyou walked over 

with his men and greeted them. 



The person holding the sign also said immediately, " Mr. Qi, Hello. I'm the person in charge of you city's 

Fishery Bureau, Chen Xiu. I'm here to pick you up. The car is ready. Please follow me. As for the matter 

regarding the Sturgeon, we've also prepared everything for you city. 

"Many thanks." Qi Kaiyou was in a good mood when he heard the old rules. 

You city's reception was really attentive. They specially sent a department head to pick them up at Ming 

city's airport, and they were all there. 

It seemed that you city was able to become so popular and develop so quickly for a reason. 

Very quickly, Qi Kaiyou brought his men to you city and was arranged to stay in a guest house by you 

city. 

You city's guest house had a very good environment. The main reason was that you city had become rich 

in the past two years. Many of the facilities had been built again and again, and they were not stingy at 

all. 

After Chen Qi arranged for them to stay, he also said to Qi Kaiyou, Mr. Qi, please rest for a while. I'll go 

to the county to report. If you need anything, you can call me immediately. I'll be on standby. 

"Alright, thank you." Qi Kaiyou nodded. 

As soon as Chen Xiu left, he heard an expert's exclamation. this is unbelievable. Is this the Atlantic 

sturgeon we know? " 

"What's wrong?" Qi Kaiyou asked doubtfully. 

The expert immediately handed his phone to Qi Kaiyou and said, " it's just a few videos of the Atlantic 

sturgeons on the internet. They seem to be completely different from the ones we know. Not only do 

they ask for food from humans, but one of them even saved a man who was having cramps from 

swimming. 

The video was clearly taken from a water platform in a reservoir. A middle-aged man could be clearly 

seen riding an Atlantic sturgeon to the shore. 

this Wanwan ... Qi Kaiyou couldn't remain calm after watching the video. 

Since when did Bai Xun do such a thing? 

Could it be that the Atlantic sturgeon also had Dolphin genes? 

Chapter 1183 You City's Climate Change Attracts Atlantic Sturgeons! 

After a night, the news of the Bai Xun appearing in you city had also attracted a lot of attention. 

Moreover, it wasn't just Linlin villa and the diving platform that had found the Atlantic sturgeon. 

Someone had also found the Atlantic sturgeon in the river area 10 kilometers away, and had even taken 

a video and uploaded it. 

Obviously, some of the Atlantic sturgeons had wandered to that place after Qin Lin had released them. 
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after all, the tributary of the min river that the entire reservoir was connected to was so long that it was 

not qin ran's control where the fish would swim to when they were put in the river. 

the most infuriated one was naturally the fact that an atlantic sturgeon had saved a middle-aged man 

who was cramping up from swimming. 

Seeing the scene of the White sturgeon carrying the middle-aged man back to the shore, everyone was 

astonished. 

" as expected, everything has a spirit. even the sturgeon knows how to save people. " 

"Isn't it strange for the Sturgeon to save people? Isn't this what dolphins should do?" 

previous poster, you're too shallow. Everyone knows that dolphins are poodles in the sea. 

I understand now after the previous poster's explanation. Did the Bai Xun have an affair, or did the 

Dolphins have a change of heart? " 

"……" 

This video had obviously attracted a lot of attention, even though the middle-aged man in the video had 

repeatedly said that it was not that his swimming skills were bad, but that he had been shocked by such 

a huge fish and had cramped. 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin was also paying attention to this matter in his office. 

After all, he was the initiator of the matter regarding the Atlantic sturgeon. While everyone was amazed 

by the Atlantic sturgeon, he had already fished up some more Atlantic sturgeons in the game in his 

mind. 

If he wanted to, he could make the Acheron flood, let alone go extinct. 

At the side, Minister Lu and senior Chu Qingfeng sipped their tea, not fully satisfied. 

the two of them had stayed the night before. this time, they had a week's holiday. 

For Minister Lu, spending a week in Linlin Manor was definitely an enjoyment. 

Not to mention the delicacies in the manor, just the tea leaves alone were enough to make people 

forget to return. 

If it wasn't for his position, the tea leaves would definitely be extremely expensive. He even wanted to 

ask boss Qin for some. 

"Boss Qin, how's the progress on the Jade consort cream from last night?" Chu Qingfeng asked curiously. 

It was actually a little impolite to ask this. After all, the information had just been given out last night. 

However, he was facing boss Qin. He still remembered that when they were trying to solve the secret 

formula, they had only managed to solve one after so many people had worked together. However, boss 

Qin had solved three of them by himself. 



The key was that the three secret recipes that boss Qin had deciphered were all stronger than the one 

that they had deciphered together. 

with this understanding, he felt that boss qin had made some progress that night. 

In fact, Qin Lin had not studied the information and recipe at all. 

Did he need to see and study it? 

Naturally, there was no need for that. All he had to do was click 'confirm' through doctor Dott's BUG. 

However, when he heard Chu Qingfeng's question, he also pretended to say, " elder Chu, I've been 

studying it since last night, but I don't have any leads yet. It might take some time. 

Chu Qingfeng nodded when he heard this, and he felt much better in his heart. 

If boss Qin really solved the secret recipe in one night, that would be a real blow. 

From the looks of it, even if boss Qin was a monster, there was still a limit. 

As they were chatting, Gao Yaoyao came in and reported, " boss, Xian Chen is here. He brought some 

people with him and said he wants to see you. 

"Let Chen Xian in!" Qin Lin said immediately. 

At this time, he didn't need to guess to know that it was definitely because of the Bai Xun. 

Chen Li arrived at the office very quickly, followed by Qi Kaiyou and the experts who were researching 

the Sturgeon. 

"Chen Xian, you don't come to the temple without a reason!" qin lin stood up to welcome chen li. 

Chen Li immediately explained, " boss Qin, you should already know about the Atlantic sturgeon. This is 

Mr. Qi. He has brought an expert on the Atlantic sturgeon from above. The Atlantic sturgeon is the most 

frequently seen in your Linlin Manor's pontoon project, so we would like to borrow some lifeboats from 

your Manor. 

"i'll have to trouble boss qin." qi kaiyou also said humbly. 

He didn't know much about boss Qin, but he knew that he was highly valued by the higher-ups. 

you're too kind, Mr. Qi. It's just a small matter. Qin Lin agreed with a smile. 

Life-saving kayaks were also necessary for many deep-water water projects. 

naturally, they had to prepare kayaks for the viewing area of the village's pontoon bridge. moreover, 

there were many tourists in linlin village, so they had prepared a lot of kayaks. 

"Minister Lu?" qi kaiyou came in and saw minister lu immediately. he went up and greeted him 

respectfully. 

" xiao qi, " minister lu replied with a smile, " you'll definitely send someone here if you know about bai 

xun. i didn't expect you to come in person. " 



qi kaiyou immediately explained, " minister lu, you know that we only announced the extinction of the 

atlantic sturgeon after going through various tests. now that there are more atlantic sturgeons 

appearing, it's too shocking. that's why i had to come and take a look. " 

The two of them chatted for a while before Qi Kaiyou and Chen Li left. 

after all, business was more important. 

Moreover, the news of rediscovering the Acheron also made him impatient. 

Chen Li brought Qi Kaiyou and the other experts to the inner area of the viewing area of Linlin Manor's 

pontoon. 

He could see that there were many kayaks tied to this area. 

After receiving the order, Chen dabei had already brought his men here. 

he would accompany chen li and the others into the water. he would bring along security guards who 

were good at swimming, and each of them was wearing a life jacket. 

"Xian Chen, these kayaks are ready. Let the experts put on life jackets first!" when chen dabei saw chen 

li, he also brought his men to greet him. 

Chapter 1184 You City's Climate Change Attracted The Atlantic Sturgeon! 

Someone was already preparing a life jacket. 

chen li and qi kaiyou cooperated by putting on life jackets. then, under chen dabei's arrangement, they 

got into the kayaks one by one. each kayaks had a security guard in charge of steering. 

Naturally, Chen Li and Qi Kaiyou sat together. 

he wanted to know the latest situation regarding the bai xun. this was an order from sun xian. 

After they reached the reservoir, Chen Li said to Chen dabei, " "Captain Chen, take Mr. Qi and the others 

to the place where the Atlantic sturgeon appeared." 

"alright, chen xian!" Chen dabei nodded and ordered his men to get to work. 

it was easy to find the sturgeons. he just had to row to the other side of the viewing area on the 

pontoon. 

Some Atlantic sturgeons had been attracted over. They seemed to have their eyes on the food that the 

tourists were feeding them, and had no intention of leaving. 

Chen dabei quickly pulled Chen Li, Qi Kaiyou, and the others to the other side of the viewing area. 

Once they arrived, Qi Kaiyou and the others couldn't help but stand up and look towards the floating 

bridge. 

There were seven to eight large sturgeons swimming there, each of them two to three meters long. 

Others might not understand, but those who studied the Atlantic sturgeons knew very well that such a 

large Atlantic sturgeons must be between 70 and 100 years old. 
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They could understand if there were only one or two of them. After all, there had been such huge 

sturgeons in the long river Valley. 

But now, every one of them was this big, including the Atlantic sturgeons in the videos online. 

They were all long-lived Atlantic sturgeons. 

It was definitely a very shocking thing. 

qi kaiyou and his men began to observe. some of them even took out a special camera and started 

recording. 

An expert looked at the Atlantic sturgeons in surprise. Minister you, these Atlantic sturgeons are really 

strange. They really seem like people who aren't afraid at all. 

that's right, " another expert chimed in. logically speaking, this doesn't match the habits of the Atlantic 

sturgeon. 

another expert said, " indeed. if there were really so many people, the atlantic sturgeon should have 

been scared away long ago. is it possible that this atlantic sturgeon is a little different from the atlantic 

sturgeon we were familiar with? " 

although they look the same, I feel that the skin, scales, and other aspects of these sturgeons are more 

beautiful, more beautiful, and more ornamental. 

Qi Kai felt that what these people said made sense, so he said, " "Let's go over and take a look." 

Chen dabei immediately ordered his men to drive the kayaks over. 

When the people on the floating bridge saw this scene, they probably knew that these people were here 

to deal with the fish. All of them looked on curiously, and some of them even took out their phones to 

take pictures. 

the kayaks quickly reached the atlantic sturgeons. 

Qi Kaiyou and the others were surprised to find that the sturgeons did not escape. 

Logically speaking, such a large kayaks, which were the Acheron they knew in the past, should have fled 

long ago. 

Now that their kayaks were coming over, not only did the Atlantic sturgeons not escape, but they also 

swam towards them and circled around their kayaks. 

Qi Kaiyou even saw an Atlantic sturgeon sticking its head out of the water and staring at him. 

He had a strange feeling that this fish wanted to get close to him and was not afraid of him at all. 

It was also at this moment that the Atlantic sturgeon actually shook its head left and right at him, its 

eyes rolling around. It gave him a very cute feeling. 

Yes, it was cute. 

Was this fish acting cute? 



It was said that giant pandas were good at acting cute, but he suddenly felt that giant pandas were far 

inferior to this fish. 

qi kaiyou reached out his hand inexplicably, wanting to grab the sturgeon. 

this made him feel a little ridiculous. 

Forget it if the Atlantic sturgeon wasn't afraid of people, or was it a fish that you could touch whenever 

you wanted? 

If he stretched out his hand, it would be scared away. 

Then, his hand accurately landed on the fish's head. 

"？？？"At that moment, Qi Kaiyou could not believe it. 

he really touched it. 

Most importantly, he even felt that this Atlantic sturgeon was rubbing its head against his palm, as if it 

was trying to please him. 

It was as if his heart was about to melt. 

It was a wonderful feeling. 

It was as if the fish and the human were extremely close, and the human and the ecosystem were 

naturally blending together. 

the other experts also found that the atlantic sturgeons were very cute. they were so cute that it was 

easy for them to fall in love with them. 

Like Qi Kaiyou, they also reached out to touch the Atlantic sturgeons. 

The Atlantic sturgeons didn't resist. Instead, they took the initiative to be intimate with them. 

They were even more surprised. 

Did these Atlantic sturgeons become spirits? 

Moreover, it was possible that a 100-year-old longevity fish had become a spirit. 

director Qi, " one of the experts said immediately, " these Atlantic sturgeons are really different from 

the ones before. Not only do they look better, but they're also really close to humans. 

another expert chimed in. " this atlantic sturgeon is still rubbing against my hand. it looks like it's being 

intimate with me, but it also looks like it's trying to act cute. it's incredible. " 

The other experts also expressed their opinions. 

" this is definitely different from the atlantic sturgeons of the past. " 

"These Atlantic sturgeons are more like national treasures." 

" i remember the video on the internet. the atlantic sturgeon can save people like a dolphin. " 



These words attracted the attention of Qi Kaiyou and the others. 

Indeed, the news that the Sturgeon could save people was really a miracle. 

or perhaps, before this, it was simply impossible in their understanding. 

This was completely out of line with the habits of the Atlantic sturgeon. 

However, when it came to habits, Qi Kaiyou and the others were all stunned. 

it seemed that these atlantic sturgeons did not have the habits that they had known in the past. 

Qi Kai was a man of action. He silently undid his life jacket and suddenly fell into the water. 

 Naturally, he was faking it. 

Moreover, as the person in charge of rare and protected animals in the fishery, he was very good at 

swimming. 

After entering the water, he slapped the water surface with both hands in a panic, pretending to be 

drowning. 

Dolphins had the habit of saving people. When a human fell into the water, they would splash the water 

and attract the attention of the Dolphins. 

qi kaiyou felt that this method was a little ridiculous. even if the atlantic sturgeon really knew how to 

save people, this method that was effective against dolphins might not necessarily be effective against 

the atlantic sturgeon. 

However, to his surprise, he felt a force pushing him up from the bottom of the water, and then he rose 

up. 

It was the Atlantic sturgeon. It had jumped into the water and carried him up. It had really come to save 

him. 

At this moment, Qi Kaiyou's mind was completely overturned. This was definitely not the Atlantic 

sturgeons he had known about before. At the very least, they had undergone some mutation. 

But why had these Atlantic sturgeons not been discovered before, and now they appeared in you city? 

Qi Kaiyou suddenly thought of something. The climate of you city had changed recently. It was warm in 

the winter and cool in the summer. The Atlantic sturgeons liked this kind of climate. Therefore, in 

winter, the Atlantic sturgeons in the long river would migrate in a small area. They would only return to 

the upper reaches when it was time to lay eggs. 

this was also the reason why many people believed that the atlantic sturgeons had gone extinct. that 

power station had stopped the migration of the atlantic sturgeons. 

however, he couldn't say that. after all, the power station had a special historical background. it had to 

be built no matter what. it was a period of rising power. 

Moreover, the sturgeons in Chang River region had gone extinct because of this. What about the ones in 

other River regions? There were no power stations in those places. 



However, this was not important. 

the important thing was the climate change in you city, which attracted these atlantic sturgeons to 

migrate here. that was how they found these atlantic sturgeons that were supposed to be extinct. 

most importantly, with you city's current climate, these atlantic sturgeons might not leave and would 

stay in you city forever. 

Just as Qi Kaiyou was thinking about this, the Atlantic sturgeon actually carried him and started 

swimming in the water. This made him even more surprised, and he liked the Atlantic sturgeon even 

more. 

this was a true national treasure. 

these atlantic sturgeons had to be protected. they could not be allowed to go extinct. 

therefore, you city had to build a sturgeons nature reserve, and it had to be of the highest standard. you 

city could discuss the formation of a water patrol team for the reserve. 

When the other experts saw this, two of them also flopped into the water, but similarly, an Atlantic 

sturgeon each swam over and carried them up. 

director Qi, these Atlantic sturgeons can really save people like dolphins. 

" some people on the internet said that the atlantic sturgeon has the habits of a dolphin, so it might 

have the potential genes of a dolphin. " 

"do you want to do some research?" 

Qi Kaiyou and the experts looked at each other. 

although this was just a joke made by the netizens on the internet, the probability of fish in the natural 

world becoming hybrid fish was extremely small. 

What if these Atlantic sturgeons mutated because of this? 

"we can try!" Qi Kaiyou said. 

Chapter 1185 You City Is The Place Where Fate Gathers! That's Not The Atlantic Sturgeon! 

In the blink of an eye, half a month had passed. 

The reappearance of the Sturgeon in you city continued to ferment on the internet. 

Countless people called this a miracle. 

if it wasn't a miracle, why did the atlantic sturgeons, declared extinct, suddenly reappear? 

Some people said that this was a masterpiece of nature, and they wanted to let humans know that they 

should cherish it after losing it. They wanted to protect the environment and the ecology. 

It was just that the officials had never given a clear reply to Bai Xun's discussion. 

Today. 
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The official website finally gave a final reply. 

in the news, a host with a magnetic voice calmly and deeply said, " 

"If you hear it, it's a farewell. The Atlantic sturgeon, known as the king of freshwater fish in our country, 

was declared extinct not long ago. 

In January 2003, some fishermen in Chang 'an accidentally caught the last adult Sturgeon. This seems to 

have awakened our protective awareness." 

" however, the tragic end of the atlantic sturgeon seemed to be an inevitable ending. therefore, last 

month, the atlantic sturgeon was declared extinct. " 

extinction means that we can only see them in movies, books, stamps, and museums. Another creature 

has become a legend. 

at that time, some experts even wondered how long the last Atlantic sturgeon in the world had to swim 

in the water before it realized that it had no 'friends' in the vast River. 

think about it. If humanity went extinct, and the last human being was left in this world, wandering 

aimlessly, wouldn't he feel endless loneliness, exhaustion, and even want to commit suicide? " 

perhaps this is the reason why the last Atlantic sturgeon went extinct. Humans have intelligence, and so 

do animals. This is thought-provoking. 

but fortunately, God is still looking out for us. In you city, we found traces of Atlantic sturgeons half a 

month ago. The team of experts confirmed that they were Atlantic sturgeons, and we've confirmed that 

there are more than 40 of them. 

this is another gift from nature. Experts speculate that the climate change in you city has attracted these 

hidden sturgeons. 

moreover, these Atlantic sturgeons are very close to humans, and they even save people who fall into 

the water like dolphins. Shouldn't we protect such friends? how could we bear to hurt them? " 

Following the host's voice, the news also showed an image of you city's baixun, which was filmed by Qi 

Kaiyou and the experts. 

In the video, the Atlantic sturgeons were acting cute at people, playing around with people, and even 

crying out happily while carrying Qi Kaiyou and the other experts. 

The harmonious coexistence of man and fish seemed to be the most beautiful picture of nature. 

at that moment, countless people were warmed by these white sturgeons, and countless people 

proudly thought that this was their national treasure. 

the host's voice rang out again, " 

now, the you city Sturgeon Nature Reserve proposal has been officially passed. Min River you city 

tributary basin will become a Nature Reserve, hehe. 



You city was the most excited about the establishment of you city's Sturgeon Nature Reserve. The 

establishment of the nature reserve also improved you city's reputation by a large margin. 

In fact, there were already rumors from the higher-ups discussing whether you city had the opportunity 

to become a special city. 

Cities, big cities, and international metropolises, no matter how developed they were or how 

prosperous their economies were, they were all the same. They were all fast-paced steel forests. 

Therefore, a unique city had also become a requirement of the times. 

For example, a gentle and moving water Town, a place blessed by the gods, a beautiful city, a city with 

blue sky and blue sea, a city of historical sites, a city of food, and a city of Suan ni. 

It seemed that there were fewer and fewer cities that used words like 'international metropolis',' 

prosperous', and 'economically developed' to describe and promote themselves. 

If the higher-ups were discussing you city, it meant that you city had completely entered the higher-ups 

'sight. If the discussion went through, it would take off. 

The reason they were discussing it now was probably because they didn't know how to place you Cheng. 

You city reservoir. 

In a certain area, Chen Li brought a group of people to accompany Qi Kaiyou. 

At this stage, experts like Qi Kaiyou were the top priority for you Cheng. 

you city's sturgeon nature reserve had been established, and the construction of the nature reserve still 

needed these experts. 

put down more fish fry at position three. qi kaiyou held a walkie-talkie and gave an order to a ship in the 

river basin. 

He could see that there were already many boats sailing in the river Basin. 

One was obviously used to transport goods, while the other was a type of speedboat. 

On the ship transporting the goods, people could be seen pouring buckets of fish into the water. 

since they were building the atlantic sturgeon reserve, they had to ensure the survival of the atlantic 

sturgeon. 

If these Atlantic sturgeons were to settle down here, the first thing they had to do was to ensure that 

they had enough food. 

The food could not be obtained by feeding the tourists from Linlin villa. After all, some of the food that 

the tourists fed them were harmful to the Atlantic sturgeons. 

Therefore, the county had also communicated with Linlin villa to prohibit tourists from feeding. If they 

wanted to do so, they would have to buy special fish food. 

 Moreover, the Atlantic sturgeon would eat other fish and prawns. 



The original fish and shrimp in this area could meet the demand of the current number of acupores. 

However, these Atlantic sturgeons were all adults and could reproduce at any time. By then, there 

wouldn't be enough fish and prawns in the water. 

It was also a kind of ecological destruction. 

Therefore, this required the artificial release of some fish that reproduced quickly to supplement the 

ecosystem. 

Nature was only one aspect. To build a Nature Reserve, there were many other aspects that required 

the help of these experts. 

Chapter 1186 You City Is The Place Where Fate Gathers, That's Not The Atlantic Sturgeon 

on the speedboats were people in police uniforms, even holding weapons in their hands. 

Naturally, most of those weapons fired capture nets. 

These people were sent by you Cheng to protect the nature reserve. It was not a big deal, because these 

people would also become the nature reserve's patrol team in the future. 

Moreover, these patrols were also equipped with drones, which could clearly see the entire nearby area 

when they patrolled. 

You city had even sent people to install all sorts of cameras on both sides of the river Basin. 

If anyone had any ideas about the Atlantic sturgeon, that would definitely be the sewing machine 

experience Gu. 

Chen Li accompanied Qi Kaiyou as they walked forward. Some places already had cameras set up facing 

the water. They were all fish photography enthusiasts and were here for the Atlantic sturgeon. 

the viewing area of linlin manor's floating bridge was also fully occupied during this period. 

The best place to admire the Atlantic sturgeons was definitely the Linlin villa's pontoon viewing area. 

some of the atlantic sturgeons seemed to have been attracted to the area. knowing that someone was 

feeding them, they had been wandering around the area. from time to time, they would call out and 

show their heads to the tourists. 

In such a situation, tourists would always spend money to buy special fish food to feed. 

It could be said that the viewing effect here was very good. 

It was a pity that the number of visitors in the viewing area was limited. Many visitors who wanted to 

enter the viewing area had to line up. 

While the whole world seemed to be in full swing because of the sudden appearance of these Atlantic 

sturgeons, in the office of the Linlin Manor, Qin Lin suddenly stood up and looked at the notification in 

his mind in shock. 

[ congratulations on catching a white-fin Dolphin! ] 
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White-fin Dolphin? 

Qin Lin didn't expect that he would get an unexpected harvest by just controlling the game character to 

fish at the other side of the river. 

In the game, the river ran across the ranches and even flowed from outside of ore town. 

In the game, you could fish in any area of the river. 

In the past, he had always controlled his game character to fish in the river near the ranches. 

this time, he just controlled his game character to go to another area of the river to fish. 

He didn't know about the White-fin Dolphin at first. 

Because he had been looking up information on the Atlantic sturgeons, he knew about the Alabaster 

devourers. 

The White boar was a branch of the dolphin. 

The whitefin Dolphin was also known as the Baiji dolphin, the white whale, and so on. It was only 

produced in China and was a freshwater whale unique to China. 

The White-fin Dolphin had even lived in changkong since 25 million years ago and was known as a " 

living fossil. 

In other words, the White-fin Dolphin and the Atlantic sturgeon were actually from the same 

hometown, and could even be said to be neighbors. 

however, the white-fin dolphin was older, more precious, and more of a national treasure than the 

atlantic sturgeon. 

The reason why the Atlantic sturgeon could be considered a national treasure in the water was that the 

Atlantic pufferfish went extinct 20 years ago. 

At that time, the White-fin Dolphin was the number one national treasure in the water, and even the 

White sturgeons had to stand behind. 

Qin Lin did not expect the Golden Fishing Rod to be able to catch this thing. 

He quickly controlled his game character to return to the farm, put the White-fin Dolphin into the pond, 

and then entered the game with a thought. 

Then, he locked the office door and entered the game with a thought. He also saw the White-fin 

Dolphin. It was also very large, reaching two meters, and its whole body was white. It had the cuteness 

of a Dolphin, and the perfect body and curves of a whale. 

[ wild white-fin dolphin for viewing: special ] 

[ this is a very ancient pufferfish that likes to live in inland rivers. After getting used to living in one area, 

it becomes dependent on others. Only gold-level fishing rods and above can catch it: Aesthetics +2, 

frolics +2, closeness to humans +3, acting cute +3, lifeguard +2, deliciousness-2, taste-2! ] 



qin lin also saw the white-fin dolphin's attributes. 

It was similar to the Atlantic sturgeon in that it had +2 attributes for viewing and +2 for frolicking. 

However, it was different in that it had +3 attributes for being close to humans and acting cute. 

In addition, the White-fin Dolphin also had an additional +2 lifeguard attribute. 

This attribute was self-evident. Pufferfish had such a habit, especially dolphins. 

He didn't expect the White-fin Dolphin to have the +2 lifeguard attribute. 

On the other hand, the White-fin Dolphin's deliciousness and texture were both -2. 

This was strange. 

The Atlantic Sturgeon's deliciousness +2 and texture +2 might be the reason for its extinction. After all, 

people in the past all wanted to eat them. 

However, the taste and texture of the White-fin Dolphin were -2. The fate of being eaten had already 

been put to an end, but they still went extinct, and they went extinct 20 years earlier than the Atlantic 

sturgeons. 

There was no way to explain this. 

qin lin immediately thought of something. bai xun's appearance in you city had already caused such a 

big sensation. 

Now you city was still building an Atlantic sturgeon Nature Reserve. 

What would happen if they suddenly discovered the White-fin Dolphin? How much shock would it 

cause? 

At that time, everyone would be shocked, right? What did you Cheng do to deserve the favor of these 

national treasures? Furthermore, it was a national treasure that had been declared extinct. 

The Atlantic sturgeons had just been discovered to be extinct, but the Atlantic pufferfish had been 

declared extinct for more than 20 years. 

That would be even more shocking. 

The Sturgeon said that it was attracted by the climate change in you city, and so was the White-fin 

Dolphin? 

There would probably be countless experts who would want to study you city. In ancient times, this was 

like a sudden stroke of luck. 

when luck came, all the good things came with it. 

By then, people would probably be forbidden from entering the min River. 

Furthermore, if he were to catch any extinct fish in the future and release them all, would this become 

an unsolved mystery? 



qin lin thought about it and then exited the game with another thought. he controlled the game 

character to go to the river where he had been fishing just now, and continued to put on the bait and 

cast the hook. 

【…】 

… 

[ congratulations, you've caught a special white-fin Dolphin! ] 

… 

【…】 

[ congratulations, you've caught a special white-fin Dolphin! ] 

… 

he continued to fish. 

After Qin Lin used up all the fishing attempts he had for the day, he caught a total of four white-fin 

dolphins. 

He was not in a hurry to do anything and continued fishing the next day. 

For the next few days, he had caught more than 20 white-fin dolphins. 

At this time, he also felt that it was about time. After all, there was no need to force the number of 

white-fin dolphins to be the same as the number of Atlantic sturgeons. 

therefore, on a moonless and starless night, qin lin walked along the road leading to the reservoir, took 

off his clothes in a deserted place, and plopped into the water. 

the moment he entered the water, the +3 attribute given by the kappa fragment took effect again. 

He dived into the water and entered the game with a single thought, and it was really undetectable. 

He entered the game farm, went to the pond, and fished out a white-fin Dolphin. 

the white-fin dolphin was slimmer than the atlantic sturgeon, so he immediately exited the game with a 

thought and put the white-fin dolphin into the water. 

Following that, he directly entered the game in the water and repeatedly released the White-fin 

dolphins. 

After spending a lot of time sneaking around, Qin Lin finally returned to the Linlin Manor, and 

accompanied Zhao Moxi to put the baby to sleep as if nothing had happened. 

After little Qin Feng had fallen asleep, Qin Lin picked up Zhao mochen and walked in eagerly."This little 

devil is finally asleep. He's been waiting for me." 

Zhao Mo was embarrassed,"you, how can you say such shameless words?" You can't speak human 

language?" 



"little qin feng should want a younger sister." Qin Lin's proud voice sounded, followed by the sound of 

tearing things. 

gradually, the voice sounded a little off! 

… 

The night passed. 

The sun rose and once again shone on the earth. Linlin Manor and Linlin pasture were full of vitality. 

Chen Li followed Qi Kaiyou to a River area early in the morning. They took a speedboat and traveled to 

the center of the river. 

Today, Qi Kaiyou had brought some people to test the water quality. Due to the sudden migration of the 

Atlantic sturgeons, they were worried that the water quality would affect the rate of disease in the 

Atlantic sturgeons. 

eh, Minister Qi, there are two Atlantic sturgeons over there. Something doesn't seem right. one of the 

experts suddenly pointed at the two noisy water waves not far away and shouted. 

qi kaiyou looked over and saw two big white guys making a ruckus on the water's surface. they were 

definitely atlantic sturgeons. however, suddenly, the two atlantic sturgeons jumped out of the water. 

This scene shocked him and the experts. 

Because the Atlantic sturgeon would not do such a thing, its body structure determined that they did 

not have such an ability. 

"It's not the Atlantic sturgeon." "But what is that?" Qi Kaiyou reacted in shock. 

Chapter 1187 It's Actually A National Treasure That Went Extinct 20 Years Ago 

Not only did Qi Kaiyou realize it, but the other experts also realized that it was not an Atlantic sturgeon. 

Even Chen Li, an outsider, understood. 

But if it wasn't the Atlantic sturgeon, what was it? 

What other fish in the reservoir could be that big? 

"Hurry up and go over to take a look." Qi Kaiyou hurriedly shouted. 

He realized that if the Atlantic sturgeon was attracted by you city's climate change, then who said that 

other fish couldn't be attracted? 

perhaps, this was the fish that was attracted. 

however, what kind of fish could grow to such a size? 

The speedboat was moving at a very slow speed because Qi Kaiyou was afraid that the movement would 

scare the fish that had just appeared. 
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However, to his surprise, the fish seemed to have noticed them approaching. It swam towards them and 

quickly surrounded their speedboat. 

qi kaiyou also ordered his men to stop the speedboat. then, they heard a splash and a pure white figure 

emerged from the water, appearing before their eyes. 

another white figure jumped out of the water. 

The two figures completed a perfect arc and fell into the water again. It was very enjoyable to watch. 

Qi Kaiyou and the others were shocked when they saw the White figure. 

It was not a fish. 

"Sea glutton Dolphin? Albinism?" One of the experts said subconsciously. 

That was because its appearance and body shape were that of a Dolphin. 

"That's not a Dolphin." The other expert immediately shook his head. 

How could dolphins appear in inland rivers? Not to mention that they were attracted by the climate 

change in you city. 

His guess would not be valid. 

"White-fin Dolphin! They seem to be white-fin dolphins!" Qi Kaiyou suddenly exclaimed and uttered a 

name that shocked even himself. 

The others who had heard the words 'white-fin Dolphin' also revealed shocked expressions. 

They all knew about the White-fin Dolphin. It was the content of a book, and the information had been 

sealed in the Department for more than 20 years. 

This was because they had been extinct for more than 20 years. 

Now, the White-fin Dolphin that had been extinct for more than 20 years appeared in front of them? 

This was even more unbelievable than Bai Xun appearing in you city. 

Furthermore, this white-fin Dolphin was even more beautiful than what was recorded in the books and 

video materials. It was as if it had several levels of beauty enhancement. 

These two were two of the White-fin dolphins that Qin Lin had created. Because of the +2 attribute of 

viewing, they immediately attracted the attention of Qi Kaiyou and the others. 

Naturally, in their eyes, this was how the White-fin Dolphin should be. 

What was recorded in books and video materials were all because of the limited Technology 20 years 

ago. It was impossible to capture the beauty of the White-fin Dolphin. 

For example, if he looked at the medical images from 20 years ago, they were very vague and old-

fashioned. 

More importantly, there were no more white-fin dolphins for them to visit. 



So, the White-fin Dolphin should have been like this, right? 

chen li looked at the strange expressions of these people and asked, " "Everyone, what is this white-fin 

Dolphin?" 

Qi Kaiyou immediately explained, " Chen Xian, congratulations to you city. This is the White-fin Dolphin. 

It's a national treasure that has been extinct for more than 20 years. 

"？？？"" what? " chen li was stunned. he asked, " it has been extinct for more than 20 years. how did it 

appear now? " 

Qi Kaiyou shook his head. I'm not sure. I can only guess that when the extinction of the White-fin 

dolphins was announced, they didn't discover the existence of the White-fin dolphins in min province. 

So, the White-fin dolphins might have been attracted here by the climate of you city. 

This was what he could think of at the moment. As for whether he still needed to do more research. 

Naturally, he would never have thought that the White-fin Dolphin had appeared out of thin air. The 

reason was simply because of a guy who had a cheat. 

qi kaiyou began to lead the experts to observe the two white-fin dolphins. 

They were shocked to discover that the two white-fin dolphins were actually as friendly as the Atlantic 

sturgeons. In fact, they were even more intimate and were even better at acting cute. 

He was just like a spoiled child. 

Qi Kaiyou also pretended to fall into the water, but a whitefin pufferhorse swam up and carried him up. 

It was faster than the Atlantic sturgeon and the rescue was more timely. 

For some reason, Qi Kaiyuan felt that these two white-fin dolphins had many similarities with the 

Atlantic sturgeons. 

However, one was oviparous while the other was breastfeeding. How could they be similar? It was hard 

to explain. 

While Qi Kaiyou and his men were observing the two white-fin dolphins, Chen Li could not help but call 

sun Xian to report. 

Forget about the Atlantic sturgeons. Now, even animals that had been extinct for more than 20 years 

had appeared. The benefits brought by the climate change in you city seemed to be more than just on 

the surface. 

In the county. 

Sun Xian was reading a document about the construction of the Atlantic sturgeon Nature Reserve. 

He felt that he was really lucky. 

When he first came to you city, it was a mess. 

therefore, the regional tourism + development plan was also an attempt of his. 



this attempt was effective, but the initial effect was very small. it took a full five years to improve the 

backward situation of you city. 

However, two years ago, when boss Qin auctioned off that small villa, everything changed. 

Linlin Mountain Villa, Linlin Ranch, Linlin company, and Linlin laboratory appeared one after another. At 

the same time, it also drove you city's tourism, and the entire you city began to benefit. 

In just two short years, you city had undergone a qualitative development. This speed of growth was 

unbelievable to the outside world. 

This was definitely something he didn't dare to think about when he came to you city and even made a 

regional tourism + plan. 

Or rather, if it was anyone else in his position, they would not dare to think of such a thing. 

Therefore, he was very lucky. Many people should be envious of him, right? 

Chapter 1188 It's Actually A National Treasure That Went Extinct 20 Years Ago 

not long ago, you city also experienced a climate change. it became warm in the winter and cool in the 

summer, which was the most suitable climate for vacation. 

it was as if god had added a BUFF to you city's tour. 

What happened after that was even more unbelievable. Because of the change in climate, the Atlantic 

sturgeon, a creature that was declared extinct not long ago, was attracted here. 

therefore, you city was going to build an atlantic sturgeon nature reserve again, which would bring both 

fame and fortune. 

he also took care of all the documents related to the nature reserve as soon as possible. 

just as he was thinking, his phone rang. seeing that it was chen li, he immediately picked it up. 

Chen Li's excited voice was immediately heard. sun Xian, you might not believe it, but Minister Qi and I 

have discovered another extinct animal, the White-fin Dolphin. It went extinct more than 20 years ago 

and its status is higher than the Atlantic sturgeon. 

"Really?" Sun Xian stood up. 

The Atlantic sturgeon was already able to bring you city both fame and fortune, and now he was told 

that there was another species of Atlantic dolphin that went extinct more than 20 years ago in you city, 

and its status was even higher than the Atlantic sturgeon? 

Was you Cheng really blessed by the heavens? 

Chen Li's voice was heard again. sun Xian, Minister Qi and the others have confirmed it. Moreover, the 

White-fin dolphins and the Atlantic sturgeons are also very close to humans. They can also save people 

who fall into the water, and they can even save people faster than the Atlantic sturgeons. The main 

thing is that these white-fin dolphins are also very beautiful and very pleasing to the eye. So, our you 

city is going to have two national treasure-level protected animals. 
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"Two national treasure level protected animals." sun xian was also mumbling to himself excitedly. he 

subconsciously looked at the document about the atlantic sturgeon nature reserve in his hand. 

Wasn't it inappropriate to call it the Sturgeon Nature Reserve? 

… 

In Linlin villa, the tourists in the viewing area of the floating bridge were almost all leaning against the 

railing during this period of time, filming the Atlantic sturgeon that emerged from the water. 

these days, the atlantic sturgeon had almost become the topic of the entire internet. this was 

everyone's welcome for the return of the national treasure. such a high level of attention also meant 

that humans would cherish them in the future. 

how could he not cherish a national treasure that he had lost and regained? 

And during this period of time, posting videos and photos of Bai Xun on WeChat moments seemed to 

have become the mainstream. 

If one posted a video of the Atlantic sturgeon on Tiandi, as long as one tagged it with the labels of Linlin 

Manor and the Atlantic sturgeon, it would also be very easy for the traffic pool to identify it, obtain 

traffic, and increase the likes and comments. 

This was also another reason why so many tourists wanted to visit the viewing area of the floating 

bridge. 

Wang Qiang was one of such tourists. He posted videos and sounds on his WeChat moments. 

However, his profession was also related to photography, so he took photos and posted videos with a 

plan. It was different from the other tourists who only took photos on a whim. 

Wang Qiang adjusted his camera. It was a small smart camera that could capture high-speed and clear 

images. 

He stared at a ripple that appeared on the surface of the water. Moving the camera, he knew that an 

Atlantic sturgeon had appeared. 

It would appear soon. 

as the bubbles on the water surface surged, he immediately focused on the video center, wanting to 

capture the moment the sturgeon surfaced. 

In the next moment, the Atlantic sturgeon started to shiver. Wasn't that an Atlantic sturgeon? 

Wang Qiang's eyes widened. 

a white figure shot out of the water and leapt into the air. its height almost exceeded the floating 

bridge, displaying its astonishing strength. 

"What is this?" At the next moment, there was a cry of surprise. 

" it's not an atlantic sturgeon. it can jump so high. " Someone exclaimed. 



"It looks like a Dolphin!" 

" that's impossible. dolphins can't live in this water. " 

"……" 

The tourists were all shocked and attracted at the same time. 

Wang Qiang was the same. He was so shocked that he forgot to capture the scene of the thing jumping 

out of the water. 

Following that, he saw that white figure that was like a Dolphin actually swim towards those white 

sturgeons and play together with those white sturgeons in circles. It even let out a series of sounds, as if 

they were happily communicating. 

this scene was too shocking. 

However, no one knew what the White figure was. 

moreover, there was more than one white figure. several more appeared after that, and they jumped 

out of the water one after another, becoming a spectacle that attracted everyone's attention. 

The tourists started to film. 

No matter what it was, he had to take a video and upload it first. 

The videos of these tourists quickly became popular, and more and more people started to pay 

attention to them. 

An old fish Biology expert saw these videos and posted a video that attracted everyone's attention. 

" as a researcher in the fish industry, i've been in this line of work for decades. so, i was very excited 

about the news of the return of the atlantic sturgeon half a month ago. " 

this is our national treasure. Only when we lose it will we know how to cherish it. Actually, I've already 

experienced this kind of loss 20 years ago. 

" at that time, we had another kind of national treasure, called the white-fin dolphin. its lifespan, value, 

and status exceeded that of the atlantic sturgeon. at that time, the white-fin dolphin was the national 

treasure, and the atlantic sturgeon could only take a second place. " 

" but 20 years ago, the white-fin dolphin was declared extinct. i experienced it myself, and it was a very 

painful thing. for the past 20 years, i've been looking at the images of the white-fin dolphin from time to 

time to reminisce. " 

what I didn't expect was that the magical place called you city not only brought back the extinct Atlantic 

sturgeon, but also the White-fin Dolphin that killed you er 20 years ago. When I was talking about this, I 

had already bought a plane ticket. I really want to see these old friends of mine as soon as possible. It's 

an incredible thing, Yingluo. 

The old expert's words instantly stirred up a wave on the internet. 



The dolphin-like animal that just appeared in you city was an animal called white-fin Dolphin that went 

extinct more than 20 years ago? 

this was probably the first time many people had heard of the white-fin dolphin. 

Everyone started to search for the White-fin Dolphin, regardless of whether it was its 25 million years of 

history or all sorts of information. everyone was shocked. 

This was truly a national treasure that was even more precious than the Atlantic sturgeon. 

Now, these two national treasures had appeared in you city at the same time. This was too shocking. 

Or, as the old expert had said, you city was a magical place. 

The next day. 

the department of endangered animals also released another piece of news, confirming that in you city, 

besides the atlantic sturgeon, there was also a white-fin dolphin that had gone extinct 20 years ago. 

This news exploded on the internet. 

On the internet, other than topics about the Atlantic sturgeon, there was also news about the White-fin 

Dolphin. No celebrity or internet celebrity would be able to make a name for themselves in this kind of 

hot topic, except for the news of another murder case on a certain mountain. 

It was true. After the Thunder, murder cases continued to happen. This mountain was really shocking. 

In you city, Chen Li and Qi Kaiyou had already arrived at a building in the industrial area. 

To build a Nature Reserve, they had to study the Atlantic sturgeons that appeared in order to better 

protect them in the future. Therefore, Qi Kaiyou and the other experts would not be back so soon. You 

Cheng had specially arranged for them to stay in this building. 

after qi kaiyou brought his men back here, he hurriedly went to a room. 

he could see that there were all sorts of equipment and utensils in the room. 

There was already an expert fiddling with a few instruments. 

when he saw qi kaiyou return, he reported, " " director qi, i've studied the genes of the sturgeons and 

found that there are some differences between their genes and those of the sturgeons we've learned 

before. it should be these mutations that made the sturgeons different. " 

Qi Kaiyou nodded and immediately handed a tube to the expert."This is the White-fin Dolphin's skin. 

Professor Lin, try your best to test it. The information we have on the White-fin Dolphin was left behind 

20 years ago." 

professor lin nodded and took over the tube. he then started to work. 

For the rest of the time, other than eating and resting, he spent almost all of his time doing tests. 

However, as he examined it, a look of disbelief slowly appeared on his face. 

" this ... this is impossible ... " professor lin's eyes were filled with shock. 



This was because he had found some similarities between the White-fin Dolphin's genes and the Atlantic 

sturgeons 'genes. 

what kind of joke was this? 

one was an oviparous egg while the other was a mammal. what was the reason for their genetic 

similarities? 
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Qi Kaiyou had been very busy for the past two days. Not only had the Atlantic sturgeons reappeared, but 

even the Alabaster pufferfish had reappeared. 

These were two extinct national treasures. Now that they had been discovered again, they definitely 

had to set up a perfect protection measure to prevent them from going extinct again. 

The moment he woke up, he headed to the research Station that you city had arranged for them. 

As soon as he entered, professor Lin hurriedly came to the door. Minister Qi, quickly take a look at the 

genetic test data of this Atlantic sturgeon and Atlantic dolphin. 

"The White-fin Dolphin's genetic test is out?" Qi Kaiyou took the test results and looked at them in 

surprise. 

A moment later, his eyes revealed surprise. "How could this be? Why would the genes of the Atlantic 

sturgeon and the White-fin Dolphin have such similarities?" 

When he saw the information, he immediately felt that there was a mistake. 

Didn't someone on the internet joke that the Atlantic sturgeon could save people? did the Atlantic 

sturgeon and the dolphin Cross breed by accident? 

this was naturally nonsense to experts like them. 

it was impossible for an oviparous being to be a mammal. 

The oviparous and mammal-like creatures shouldn't be connected at all, but there were actually similar 

genes. 

"are you sure there's no mistake?" Qi Kaiyou asked with uncertainty. 

" at first, i thought there was a mistake too, " professor lin explained immediately. " i tested it again and 

it's true. " 

"This ..." Qi Kaiyou couldn't remain calm anymore. it seems that we don't just need to study the 

protective measures of the Atlantic sturgeon and Atlantic dolphin. We also need to study the reason for 

their mutation. 

Two different species of animals had similar genes, either through cross-breeding or atavism. 

moreover, the scope of cross-breeding was very wide. 
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After all, both humans and animals could crossbreed. He still couldn't forget the woman who was 

pregnant with the paparazzi and sacrificed herself for the truth of crossbreeding. 

The strong dog was also an outstanding contributor to the experiment. 

Other than these, similar genetic phenomena could only appear in the same environment, where some 

kind of common mutation occurred due to the abnormal environment. 

this kind of environmental change could also cause similar genes. 

It was naturally impossible for the Atlantic sturgeons and Atlantic pufferfish to crossbreed. After all, they 

were two different species of animals, and it was impossible for them to lay eggs or feed each other. 

Therefore, only the environment had changed. 

These Atlantic sturgeons and Atlantic pufferfish must have been living in some sort of environment 

before, and were only drawn out by the climate change in you city. 

Before that, they had already mutated. 

Therefore, as long as he could figure it out, he might be able to find the environment where these 

Atlantic sturgeons and Atlantic pufferfish used to live. 

It would be of great significance to the animal protection department's Ecology Research Association. 

qi kaiyou thought about it and said to professor lin, " professor Lin, I've guessed that the climate change 

in you city will bring in other fish, and the appearance of the White-fin Dolphin has confirmed my guess. 

If my guess is correct, there may be other extinct fish in the future. 

professor lin said in surprise,"department head qi, you suspect that environmental factors caused these 

atlantic sturgeons and atlantic pufferfish to mutate?" So, there might be other extinct fish in that special 

environment?" 

well, this is my speculation. I'll have to find an environmental expert to help investigate it. Qi Kaiyou 

smiled and nodded. 

It was so comfortable to chat with someone who was equally smart. 

Professor Lin immediately knew what he meant. 

"That's the most likely possibility," professor Lin said with a nod. 

The two of them confirmed this argument, and next, they would investigate in this direction. 

… 

Linlin Manor Office. 

Qin Lin focused all his attention on the game in his mind. 

He controlled his character to go to the river outside of ore town. 

After discovering that he could fish other special fish in another river area, he naturally had to control 

his game character to try fishing in other areas of the river. 



[ congratulations, you have caught a grade 2 wild black carp! ] 

【…】 

[ congratulations, you've caught a Grade 2 wild grassland. ] 

Most of the fish that could be caught in different parts of the river were still green carp and grass carp. 

However, after fishing seven to eight fish in a row, another different notification appeared. 

[ congratulations, you have caught a special two-legged fish! ] 

Two-legged fish? 

What the hell? 

Could there be a fish with two legs? 

Qin Lin had never heard of this fish before. He immediately focused his attention and searched on his 

computer. 

After checking the information, he found it unbelievable. 

There really was a two-legged fish. 

It was a small type of fish. Its feet weren't real feet, but two of its fins had mutated. They had become 

longer and could bend. They liked to use their fins to dig into the sand at the bottom of the river to find 

insects to eat. 

Therefore, the fins were also used as feet. 

That was how the name "two-legged fish" came about. 

Naturally, the name of the inland river two-legged fish wasn't the only thing that was strange. It was also 

an inland river fish that had been extinct for nearly 30 years. 

Qin Lin had another guess after fishing up the two-legged fish. 

He suspected that a special fish could be caught in every section of the river that ran from the goddess 

mountain to the ranches, the wilderness, and the ore town. 

Qin Lin immediately controlled his game character to go to the river area in the wild and fish on the bait 

again. 

[ congratulations on fishing up a special longjaw Northern salmon! ] 

Seeing the word "special," Qin Lin immediately checked it on the computer. 

sure enough, it's another extinct fish species that went extinct in our country in the 1960s. 

His guess was right. 
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He controlled his character to try fishing in different areas of the river, and then he caught a few special 

fish. 

[ congratulations, you have caught a special white Stingray! ] 

It was another type of fish that had gone extinct. It was also a type of small to medium-sized fish that 

had gone extinct in 1981. 

[ congratulations, you have caught a special plaque strangle fish! ] 

It was also an extinct special fish in the inland river. The bistro fish looked like a fish and was good at 

camouflage. It had also been extinct for more than 30 years. 

… 

soon, qin lin tried fishing in every section of the river and caught nearly 10 extinct fish. 

After that, he locked the office door and entered the game, looking at the remarks and attributes of the 

fish ... 

These fish didn't have the attributes of being close to humans, acting cute, and saving humans like the 

sturgeons and white-fin dolphins. 

This type of attribute seemed to be unique to the two national treasures, the Atlantic sturgeon and the 

Atlantic dolphin. 

However, these fish also had the attribute of +2 aesthetic. 

Moreover, the taste +2 and the texture +2 were really tempting, but once he ate it, he would have to 

learn how to work on the sewing machine from fan fan for a few years. 

However, Qin Lin thought that if these fish were all put into real water, it would not only shock the 

appearance of the Atlantic sturgeon and the Atlantic dolphin, but also make the situation even more 

shocking. 

There might be experts who would suspect that there had been a great explosion of extinction in the 

min River Basin in you city. 

When all these fish were discovered, you city, a branch of Min River, could probably be renamed and 

become the most precious and famous River in the country. 

After all, which River in the country had so many extinct fish? 

He was afraid that even throwing garbage into the river would be against the rules, and he would have 

to go in for a few days. 

as for the linlin villa, which was in the area of the river and reservoir, it would definitely benefit the 

most. after all, the large reservoir area near the villa was for linlin villa's use. 

Qin Lin felt that this was very meaningful. 

Although this would only benefit you Cheng, this was his hometown. If he had the ability, who wouldn't 

want their hometown to be better? 



When he was outside, this was one of his identities, you city people. 

Therefore, it was meaningful. 

You city was getting better and better, and as a citizen of you city, he would naturally be more and more 

proud. 

Qin Lin thought about it and continued to control his game character to fish. 

He didn't catch many on the first day. 

For three consecutive days, he caught more than three fish of each type. 

He took advantage of the night and drove out of the manor again, planning to find a place to retrieve 

the extinct fish from the game. 

It was just that it was even more difficult to do this quietly now. 

Because there were surveillance cameras installed on the road, the entire River was patrolled even at 

night. 

After discovering the appearance of an extinct national treasure like the White-fin Dolphin, the county 

immediately sent more people to patrol. 

Fortunately, Qin Lin had done this kind of thing many times and had some experience. After driving for 

about 10 kilometers, they found a blind spot of the surveillance cameras. Then, they found a hidden 

place to park the car and began to go into the river. 

The process was very smooth. When he entered and exited the game, he didn't encounter any patrol 

teams. Moreover, they were all small and medium-sized fish, which was more convenient to take out. 

After he was done, he drove back to the manor as soon as possible without anyone knowing. 

In the following week, he was fishing every day. 

he caught many of the extinct fish again. he went to the river twice at night to take the fish out of the 

game and put them in the water. 

it was just that these fish were small and would not be discovered so quickly. however, when they were 

discovered, it would definitely shock everyone again. 

… 

The night fell. 

The Linlin villa and Linlin Ranch were already shrouded in lights. 

Even at night, there were still many people in Linlin Manor and Linlin villa. 

The tourists from the nuptial area and the ranch tent area would come out for a stroll even at night. 

It was a different state of mind to play at the villa and the ranch at night. 



Of course, there were some tourists who deliberately stayed. For example, they ate in the restaurant 

and wanted to walk two rounds after eating, dragging it out until night. 

Some would just play in the rest area, deliberately waiting until night time to enjoy the night view. There 

were quite a few people like that. 

naturally, linlin villa and linlin manor did not force them to do so. after all, they could not chase people 

away. 

other than the viewing area of the floating bridge, which was a dangerous place to be rescued at night, 

the other areas would also be open for some time at night. 

After all, the lights had already covered the entire villa and Ranch. 

However, it was really too late. It would be troublesome if the tourists wanted to go back to rest, and 

there was a distance to live in you city. 

By then, there would be no public transport, so they could only wait for a taxi or drive by themselves. 

In the manor. 

qin lin, zhao mochen, and lin fen had just finished their dinner when gao yaoyao came to report in a 

hurry. " "Boss, the flowers of the seeds you planted before are also glowing." 

qin lin immediately understood what gao yaoyao was talking about. 

After the game leveled up to the open space, he took out the mutated space vine and the mutated Night 

Queen from the game. Both of them could absorb light during the day and emit light at night. 

the mutated space vine had been collecting seeds for a long time, and the valley and some places in 

fairy tale mountain had been planted. 

Gao Yaoyao was naturally referring to the mutated night Empress. 

He planted it in front of academician li and Yuan Shan, saying that he had specially cultivated the 

mutated space vine. 

In order to cover it up, he even planted some more seeds. Even with special soil, most of the seeds could 

not germinate. 

As for the others that could germinate, they were naturally used as cover for the night Empress. 

after all, when it came to the cultivation of new seeds, sometimes it was about probability. he only had 

one kind of night queen that could emit fluorescent light. this was good luck, and it was a matter of 

probability. 

now, the night empress must have matured and activated her attributes. 

Qin Lin also immediately went out and went to the area outside the hall where the flower pots were 

placed. 

It could be seen that the area was already covered in a fluorescent light. 



It was slightly different from the fluorescent light of the mutated space vine. The night Queen's 

fluorescent light was bluish purple and was much gentler. 

when qin lin arrived, yuan shan was already there observing the night empresses. 

When he saw Qin Lin, he congratulated him. boss Qin, congratulations. One of these seeds has been 

successful. It's the first time you've cultivated it, and you've already harvested it. Boss Qin, your talent in 

plants is really amazing. 

he and academician li knew what was going on with the night queen. 

It was cultivated by boss Qin from the fairy tale vine he had obtained from the valley. 

Boss Qin had cultivated a lot of seeds before, and he and academician li had helped him plant them. 

Some of the seeds didn't grow, and only the night empresses had succeeded. 

"Academician Yuan, you're overpraising me." Qin Lin replied and began to watch the night empresses. 

The night Queen produced by the system didn't just have the advantage of being able to glow. 

its appearance was also more aesthetically pleasing due to the system's attributes. 

Just these few plants alone, without being planted in a large scale, could be seen as very beautiful. 

If they were planted on a large scale on fairy tale mountain, it would definitely be a very spectacular 

fairy tale world. 

The night Empress had matured and could emit a fluorescent light, so Zhao Mo Yin and the others were 

also attracted. 

"Hubby: these night empresses can also be planted on fairy tale mountain: " Zhao mochen said as soon 

as he saw these night empresses: 

It was obvious that this was the first thing she thought of when she saw the night Empress. 

She was most concerned about the development of fairy tale mountain. 

Qin Lin nodded. yes. But we have to collect the night Empress 'seeds first. 

While everyone in Linlin Manor was observing the night Empress, Qi Kaiyou had already followed Chen 

Li to the logistics park in you city. 

It was already time for people to get off work at the logistics garden. However, since Deputy County 

chief Chen Li was coming, people who got off work had to go back to work. 

naturally, they had come here because qi kaiyou could not wait to get the underwater detection 

equipment sent over from the capital. 

Previously, they had guessed that the Atlantic sturgeon and the Atlantic dolphin might have been living 

in a special environment that had mutated before they were attracted to you city by the changing 

climate. 



If that was the case, there might be other extinct fish living in the river area of you city, and they might 

have appeared in the river area of you city. 

Therefore, they naturally had to search the water. As long as they could find another extinct fish, their 

guess would be Chen Li's. 

If that really happened, it would definitely be a huge discovery in the history of biological environment 

Research. 

The next thing they had to do was to find that special environment. 

Very quickly, Qi Kaiyou and Chen Li brought some people to find the special equipment. Then, they 

loaded the equipment on the car and transported it back to the station. They couldn't wait to start 

assembling and debugging the equipment. 

In order to verify if their guess was true, they didn't want to waste any time. 

 


